LIFE IS SHORT

LEARN SOMETHING NEW

https://communityed.csi.edu/
by Roger Miller, William Hauptman, Mark Twain • April 17-21

CSI Theater and Music programs collaborate to present the large-scale musical Big River. Join them as they showcase the American classic created by humorist and social commentator Mark Twain. This production will entertain audiences with singing, dancing, comedy, and adventure, as well as an exploration of the events in American history that served to shape the nation we live in today. **Tickets are $15 and will be available at tickets.csi.edu prior to each performance, CSI Students can get in for free.**

The show is 7:30 p.m. in the CSI Fine Arts Theater. CSI Students can attend the shows for free upon showing their student ID at the ticketing booth. CSI Theater Department performances are not a part of the Arts on Tour season.
YOUTH KARATE (Age: 6 – 13)
Karate is an excellent way to help develop coordination, confidence, physical fitness, and mental strength while gaining valuable social skills. The youth class is led by Crissie Gard, Shodan - 1st degree black belt. Her husband, Courtney, who is also a Shodan co-teaches with her. This class is connected to the Twin Falls Shotokan Karate Adults Class at CSI that is led by Jesse Clark and is a great introduction to Karate in a positive and supportive atmosphere. Learn more at twinfalls.ska.org

Jan 16 – May 16 | T & TH | 6:30 – 7:30 PM
Ages 6 - 13 | $95 | CSI GYM | RM 236

KARATE
Karate is an excellent way to help develop coordination, confidence, physical fitness, and mental strength while gaining valuable social skills. This class is for beginners to advanced students, who will get a chance to learn additional techniques, attend meets, and be taught by guest instructors. Shotokan Karate of America (SKA) has been teaching traditional Karate in the USA since 1955. Because of SKA’s strong resolve to offer high-quality martial arts to the public, SKA has remained non-commercial and non-profit and continues to offer authentic, traditional martial arts instruction at affordable rates through more than 140 dojos across the world. Jesse Clark, sandan - 3rd degree black belt, is the head CSI Karate instructor for CSI. Jesse fought for the USA Team in France in 2014 and in Switzerland in 2017. Note: Optional additional meeting time of Saturdays, 9:30 – 11 a.m. (Scheduled weekly with Instructor based on participation)

Jan 17 – May 8 | M & W | 6 – 8 PM
Adults and Youth 14+ | $75

CSI Gym / RM 236

JUDO FOR BEGINNERS: THE GENTLE WAY & ADVANCED JUDO: THE GENTLE WAY
Judo is an Olympic sport with a rich history and tradition based on mutual benefit for all, emphasizing self-respect, respect for others, and respect for property. It is a great sport for ages 8+ with built-in anti-bullying principles. Judo is an excellent sport for cross training, as we teach you throws and ground techniques. Opportunities include local tournaments and guest teachers from the USA Elite Rosters. Students may begin this class at any time during the semester.

Jan 16 – May 30 | T & TH | Beginning Judo: 6 - 7 PM | Advanced Judo: 7 - 8 PM | Beg Judo: $85 + $20 gi rental each semester | Adv Judo: $100
CSI GYM | RM 236

INTRO TO PLAYING WITH MUD
Explore a variety of pottery fundamentals while using clay as an expressive medium to create one-of-a-kind functional and decorative pieces. Students will learn how to make purposeful art with hand building techniques such as pinch, coil, slab, and use of molds. Wheel-throwing comes after you’re more familiar with clay, along with decorating. This is a structured class that will cover specific topics each week and various projects will be assigned in accordance with the topics covered. Students will need to purchase bags of clay from the bookstore ($25/bag) and must KEEP THE RECEIPT. Please bring the receipt to the first day of class, your receipt is your "Ticket" to receive your bag/s of clay. Students can expect to use between two and five bags of clay per semester depending on the project(s) that are done each week.

Jan 16 – May 8 | M & W | 6 – 8 PM
Ages 6 - 13 | $95 | CSI GYM | RM 236

Note: Optional additional meeting time of Saturdays, 9:30 – 11 a.m. (Scheduled weekly with Instructor based on participation)
create a metal piece that will become something beautiful and durable… or just to brush up on your skills and work on a specific project or art piece! During this hands-on course, students will learn about shop safety, arc and mig welding, grinding, plasma, oxy/fuel torch, cold saw, and disk cutting, and paint, chemical, and heat metal coloring techniques. The end result will be a finished project to take home at the end of the semester. Come dressed ready for welding in jeans, leather shoes/boots, and long-sleeved shirts of canvas or cotton. Note: Loaner helmets, safety glasses, ear plugs, respirators, leather jackets, and gloves will be loaned to students if needed.

Jan 16 – Apr 18 | TH | 6 – 8:30 PM | Ages 16 & up | $185+ $25 per 25 lb bag of clay (bought at CSI Bookstore) / Art Lab 113

**LIVE, LAUGH, LOVE LINE DACIN’**

Put your boots on and come dance with us! Each week CSI’s Community Education Instructor, Erin Wilbourn will lead you in learning new steps to great tunes. Disclaimer: Registration will stay open until 30 days after the start of the class. Same day registration in person is not allowed. If you have trouble registering online please call 208-732-6442. The class will need to be paid for upon registration. Six participants needed for class to avoid cancellation. There are two sessions available to choose from. Take one class or double up on the fun and take both!

Jan 22 – Mar 11 | M | 6 – 7 PM | Ages 12+ | $120 | CSI Gym / RM 231A

Apr 3 – May 22 | W | 6 – 7 PM | Ages 12+ | $120 | CSI Gym / RM 231A

**INTERMEDIATE GUITAR**

This course is a continuation of the Beginning Guitar Class and will include exciting topics and techniques, such as: advanced strum patterns, fingerpicking variations, chord/melody/solo guitar playing, alternate vs. sweep picking, playing as a group, further transposing methods, fully utilizing the capo, non-standard tuning, barre/moveable chords, and much more.

Jan 25 – Feb 29 | TH | 6 – 8 PM | Teens & Adults | $120 / Fine Arts 164

**INTRO TO WELDING & METAL ART**

Explore the technology of welding to create a metal piece that will become something beautiful and durable… or just to brush up on your skills and work on a specific project or art piece! During this hands-on course, students will learn about shop safety, arc and mig welding, grinding, plasma, oxy/fuel torch, cold saw, and disk cutting, and paint, chemical, and heat metal coloring techniques. The end result will be a finished project to take home at the end of the semester. Come dressed ready for welding in jeans, leather shoes/boots, and long-sleeved shirts of canvas or cotton. Note: Loaner helmets, safety glasses, ear plugs, respirators, leather jackets, and gloves will be loaned to students if needed.

Jan 16 – Apr 4 | TH | 6 – 8:30 PM | Ages 15+ | $295 | Welding Lab Dessert Building / RM 105

**CREATIVE WRITING**

Have you ever felt that you would like to write down the stories from your life - the funny, the sad, the profound - but have not had the opportunity or encouragement to do so? Are you looking to get your creative juices flowing and let your imagination and experiences pour onto the paper? Whether you’re a beginner or an advanced writer, this creative non-fiction writing workshop taught by CSI Theater and English instructor Shane Brown and Idaho poet Laureate and English professor Jim Irons, will craft your skill and sharpen your writing. During the workshop, you will read and discuss examples from various writers, use these as models to create your own work, and workshop your own, and others' writings in a safe yet challenging setting.

Jan 30 – Mar 12 | T | 7 – 9 PM | Adults | $120 | Shields Building / RM 114

**CELL PHONE PHOTOGRAPHY**

Improve your photography skills without having to invest in expensive equipment! Cell Phone Photography is perfect for anyone who wants to take better pictures using their phone. The purpose
of this class is to provide you with useful knowledge to help you better understand the potential of your Smartphone camera, how to obtain quality photos, and be more effective in your daily photo activities.

Jan 31 – Feb 21 | W | 6 – 7 PM | Ages 16+ | $75 | Fine Arts building / RM 87

RESEARCHING & CLEARING NEGATIVE ENERGIES
Negative Energy is a powerful dark profound energy that does not feel good. We can usually tell right away when we "don't feel like ourselves anymore" or you suddenly "don't feel comfortable in your own skin". These could be signs that a negative energy has found its way to you and is settling in for the long haul! This class will teach students the many types of negative energies that exist in the universe, how to identify them, and tools on how to remove them. This class is highly recommended for all levels of Reiki students as an add-on to your healing toolkit. Past Life Research Class students also are welcome as you will already be familiar with using pendulum. However, the class is open to anyone with an open mind or curiosity about our amazing Universe.

Jan 31 – Feb 7 | W | 6 – 9 PM | Adults $55 | Shields Building / RM 107

REIKI LEVEL ONE: TRAINING & ATTUNEMENT
Reiki is a simple, natural and safe method of spiritual healing and self-improvement that everyone can use. In this class you will learn the skills necessary to be able to work on yourself, your family, friends, and pets. You will also learn the basics of energy, the history of Reiki, what Reiki is and is not and have lots of hands on practice. You will receive your Level I Reiki certificate upon completion of this class.

Feb 2 | S | 9 AM – 4 PM | Adults | $199 | Shields Building / RM 107

ABUNDANT YOGA
Do you have the idea that yoga is not for you because you live in an abundant, bountiful body? Wrong! Yoga is for everybody. Every. Body. It can be hard to walk into a class and be worried about if you can keep up, if everyone there is smaller than you, if it will be too hard, if tiny little stick people will give you the side eye while putting their legs over their heads, if your breathing will be too loud, whatever! But this is a class just for you! Please come and try! Abundant Yoga is a workshop for beginning or experienced yogis who may have a larger body. All are welcome who would enjoy a slower paced way of moving. As we build strength and flexibility, we will also prepare you to take any yoga class by learning how to adapt and vary yoga poses for your own beautiful body. You’ll learn about the chakras, some yoga etiquette, a little yoga history, and how to decipher yoga class descriptions to make sure a class is for you. Every week we will move and breathe. There are two sessions available to choose from. Take one class or double up on the fun and take both!

Feb 7 – Mar 20 (No class Feb 14) | W | 6 – 7 PM | Ages 15+ | $110 | CSI GYM / RM 304

Apr 3 – May 5 | W | 6 – 7 PM | Ages 15+ | $110 | CSI GYM / RM 304

CALLIGRAPHY & CREATIVE LETTERING
Unlock your artistic potential with our immersive lettering and calligraphy workshop. Discover the art of beautiful writing and learn techniques to create stunning letterforms. Join us for a fun and interactive experience!

Feb 20 – Mar 12 | T | 6 – 7 PM | Ages 16+ | $35 + $15 supply fee paid directly to instructor

DIY WOODWORKING PROJECTS: SIGNS / PLAQUES
In this class students will learn safety procedures as well as basic woodworking concepts that include machining, sanding, routing, joinery, distressing/antiquing, and finishing. Students will
start by making a glue up and machining it to thickness and to square. Next, students will pick from five custom sign design projects and then complete your sign by building a frame and distressing then painting. Students will learn how to spray lacquer and glaze. If you have ever been interested in woodworking and are looking for a great place to start, this is it. Familiarize yourself with different pieces of woodshop equipment and how to use them safely. Leave class with a handy new skill set as well as a new one-of-a-kind sign to take home.

Feb 24 – Mar 30 | S | 10 AM – 4 PM
(Lunch break from 12 – 1) | $120 + $40 supply fee paid directly to instructor / Canyon 133

DIY WOODWORKING PROJECTS: BASICS OF SKETCHUP
In this class students will learn safety in the shop as well as basic woodworking concepts that include machining, joinery, sanding, routing, and an easy finishing technique. Students will make a decorative box with a box joint. This class is for individuals that want to practice their woodworking skills, or those who want to learn basic woodworking skills. If you have little to no shop experience and want to build your confidence around power tools or just want to get out of your comfort zone this class is a perfect place to start!

Feb 23 – Mar 22 | F | 6 – 9 PM | $100 | Canyon Building / RM 124

REIKI LEVEL TWO: TRAINING & ATTUNEMENT
Reiki Level II gives you the ability to work on yourself, family members and the public. It also gives you the ability to do distant Reiki healing. We will discuss and focus on healing intuitively. Please plan on lots of hands on practice.

Mar 3 | S | 10 AM – 4 PM | $299 | Shields Building / RM 107

STRUT & STRETCH THROUGH THE DECADES
Join dance fitness instructor Kay Parker and yoga teacher Amy Toft in a combo class with fun, beginner friendly dances, followed by a gentle yoga flow. Both the dancing and the yoga are beginner friendly and accessible for all fitness levels. This three week session will feature a different decade of music each week. We’ll start with the 50’s and 60’s, move on to the rockin’ 70’s, and end with the fabulous 80’s! Dressing for the decade is encouraged, but not required!

Mar 4 – 18 | M | 6 – 7 PM |
Ages 15+ | $60 | CSI GYM / RM 304

SACRED GEOMETRY
This class will focus on the powerful energy of shapes, colors and sound. Based on the work of Dr. Karim’s Egyptian BioGeometry®, this fascinating field will open your eyes to all the energy that surrounds us daily and how it affects us. Some of the items discussed will be Earth’s energies, the positive and negative aspects of various architecture, how color changes energies. We will also learn how to transmute the negative energies while enhancing the positive energy fields. These energies will fascinate you and heighten your awareness of all that surrounds us on this earth! **Note:** We use pendulums for some of the work in this class so if you have one bring it otherwise one will be provided as a loaner or to purchase in the class. Instructor: Sandy March is a graduate of the Vesica Institute and holds an Advanced Certification in Egyptian BioGeometry®. She also teaches Reiki and various other energy classes.

Mar 6 – 13 | W | 6 – 9 PM
Adults | $55 | Shields Building / RM 107

A, B, C AND Ds OF MEDICARE
This class will clarify the benefits and regulations of Medicare to help you maximize your participation in this program. Class discussion includes enrollment guidelines, premiums, and private health plans to reduce medical costs. Registration includes one guest at no extra charge.

Mar 6 | W | 7 – 8:30 PM | Adults | $20
UNDERSTANDING PHOTOGRAPHY: THE ART OF PAINTING WITH LIGHT
Join award-winning photographer Drew Nash in learning how to use your digital camera beyond its automatic settings and pick up some tricks of the trade along the way for capturing truly beautiful photos! During the class, you will learn how to understand exposure, the key functions of a DSLR camera, composition, lens selection, white balance controls, and fill flash and then explore the CSI campus applying what you’ve learned. Drew will cover portrait posing and basic lighting techniques, provide critiques of photos, discuss basic post-production work of select student images, and answer burning photography questions. Don’t miss the opportunity to explore the art of photography and follow the light with Drew. Bring a DSLR or mirrorless camera to class and a sack lunch for Saturday.

Mar 8 & 9 | F & S | F: 6 – 9 PM & S: 9 AM – 4 PM | Ages 16+ | $140

CLEANING & PAINTING CERAMICS FOR BEGINNERS
In this class, students will learn how to clean greenware (dried clay) for firing, base coating, dry brushing with acrylics & using antiquing mediums. Info on the importance of lighting when painting, color theory, & mixing will also be covered. Note: $50 supply fee paid to instructor in exact change on first day of class.

Apr 1 – May 20 | M | 7 – 8 PM | Ages 16+ | $99 | Hepworth Building / RM 140

HIP HOP DANCE
Have you ever wanted to learn some AWESOME hip hop moves but didn’t want to sign up for a class with teenagers who have been dancing since they were three? Do you just want to have some fun with your friends (or new friends), listen to energizing music, and get some exercise while you do it? Then seriously, Hip Hop is the place to be! In this eight-week course, you’ll be introduced to and explore the many different styles of hip hop street dance. You’ll learn an ongoing routine, so you will have a finished product to whip out at flash mobs, dinner parties, and family reunions. Each class will start with a warmup to keep you safe and to prepare your body for dance. This class is appropriate for adults and those 12 and up. Instructor Keesha Olander was a professional dancer and choreographer in Los Angeles for 16 years.

Apr 1 – May 20 | M | 7 – 8 PM | Ages 12+ | $125 | CSI GYM / RM 231A

PRIVATE PILOT / DRONE AVIATION GROUND SCHOOL
Aspiring aircraft and drone pilots will take their world to new heights by attending this class that covers the concepts and practical applications to prepare them to take the FAA written exam for their private pilot certificate. Students will learn basic aerodynamics, aircraft performance, power plant systems, airspace categories, flight instruments, meteorology, weight and balance, airborne emergencies, Federal Aviation Regulations, navigation and flight physiology. The class fee includes course book, FAR’s, AIM, Private Pilot test guidebook, plotter, mechanical flight computer and chart, and certificate at the end of the completed course. Instructors are Precision Aviation Staff holding instructor ratings CFI, CFII & MEI.

Apr 3 – May 22 | W | 7 – 9 PM | Ages 15+ | $275 | Shields Building / RM 106

BEGINNING UKULELE
The ukulele, that lovable little four-stringed instrument, is everywhere in pop music today. From George Harrison to Train to Bruno Mars to Jason Mraz and Taylor Swift, we can’t get enough! Get started with the ukulele by learning basic chords and strums at a pace designed for first-time players in a supportive small group setting. The uke is a popular choice
for students who have never picked up an instrument before. You’ll be surprised by how soon you’re playing songs while picking up core musical skills. Learn simple chords, easy melodies, strum styles, ukulele history, and an assortment of great songs. No experience is necessary. Strum, play, and sing your way to your new favorite pastime. ‘Uke’ can do it - Bring your own ukulele to class and let's have some fun!

**Apr 4 – 25 | Th | 6 – 8 PM | Ages 12+**
**$89 | Fine Arts Building / RM 164**

**RETIRE WITH CONFIDENCE: YOUR ROADMAP TO FINANCIAL FREEDOM**

Retirement is glowing on the horizon… what do you see – goals… dreams… a certain lifestyle? You’ve worked and saved; you’ve anticipated that Social Security and maybe a pension will pay a portion of your way in retirement. You feel like you’re on the right track… but what now - do you have enough to fund your entire retirement? In this class we will explore how to create your retirement plan, Social Security, pension options, income investing, annuities, other income generating assets, budgeting, investing in retirement, health care, tax strategies, and estate planning. Instructor Brian J Scott, CRPC®, a Magic Valley native, is the owner and founder of Elevánt Wealth and has built a successful practice focused on helping his clients confidently transition into retirement.

Bring a guest to this class at no additional charge.

**Apr 4 – 18 | W | 6 – 9 PM | Adults**
**$49 (Includes one guest) | Shields Building / RM 105**

**PAST LIFE RESEARCH**

Many cultures believe we are souls having a physical experience in this time and place. These experiences can span centuries. Ever wonder who you were in a past life? Do you obsess over a certain time in history? Why are you drawn to certain locations, countries or areas in the US? Have you ever just met someone yet feel like you have known them forever? Chances are you feel drawn to those things because you had a past life experience. This class will teach students on the proficient use of using a pendulum and charts to discover who you were in past lives. It’s meant to be a fun class.

**Week One:** students will learn more about those feelings described above and how to use a pendulum proficiently. Students may bring a pendulum, or one will be provided for class use only.

**Week Two:** students will learn how to incorporate charts with the pendulum and how to make inquiries using them and other tools. Students that are interested in continuing their practice can purchase an optional Past Life Research Kit which will include laminated charts, instructions and crystal pendulum for a small fee.

**Apr 10 – 17 | W | 6 – 9 PM | Adults**
**$55 | Shields Building / RM 107**

**BUDGET OR BUST**

Do you want to know how not to live paycheck to paycheck? Do you have an emergency and feel like you never get ahead in your finances? Have you tried budgets that never stick and if they do stick, do you still feel like you still aren’t getting ahead? These questions along with many others sent Debi on her own journey years ago to find a budget that works and continues to work for her today! Let this class be the tool to help get out of debt, grow bank accounts so living paycheck to paycheck is a thing of the past. Focus on growing finances and building the financial future many dreams of. There are so many things you can do to achieve financial success and so many different ways to do them, but sticking to a budget is one of the best steps you need to take to have control of your finances! This class will teach you how to implement a budget that will work, give you tips, tricks, and all the ideas. You will gain the confidence that you are making a change, strengthen your mindset about money, and know what to do and how to do it even after the class is over!

**Apr 1 – 29 | M | 6 – 8 PM | Adults**
**$379 | Hepworth Building / RM 140**
DIY WOODWORKING PROJECTS: DECORATIVE BOXES
In this class students will learn safety in the shop as well as basic woodworking concepts that include machining, joinery, sanding, routing, and an easy finishing technique. Students will make a decorative box with a box joint. This class is for individuals that want to practice their woodworking skills, or those who want to learn basic woodworking skills. If you have little to no shop experience and want to build your confidence around power tools or just want to get out of your comfort zone this class is a perfect place to start!
Apr 12 – 14 | F, S, & SU | F: 6 – 9 PM, S: 10 AM – 3 PM (Break for lunch from 12 – 1 PM), & SU: 5 – 7 PM | $100 + $20 supply fee paid to the instructor | Canyon Building / RM 133

REIKI LEVEL THREE: TRAINING & ATTUNEMENT
This course is for individuals who have taken both Reiki: Level One and Reiki: Level Two and are interested in this special offering of Reiki Level Three: Master Training and Attunement class. IARP Certification will be awarded after completion. Students will learn advanced Reiki concepts and how to pass attunements that allow them to become a teacher.
Apr 13 | S | 10 AM – 4 PM | Adults | $379 | Shields Building / RM 107

HOW TO WIN AT VEGETABLE GARDENING
Idaho is unique, and so are your individual garden needs and spaces. Join Jennifer Moss as she guides you through how to succeed in the garden with your vegetables. She will walk you through soil amendment, proper placement, crop rotation and plant selection. Anyone can grow their own food, and why not have delicious produce from your own garden! Each person will also receive their choice of starter vegetables from the greenhouse and will get to play in the dirt a bit.
Supply Fee: $30 for supplies paid in cash to instructor on first day of class (This includes a full veggie plant set up for your garden. Yay!)
Apr 13 | S | 1 – 3 PM | $40 + $30 supply fee paid directly to instructor | Moss Greenhouse

CONTAINER GARDENING LIKE A PRO
Come learn to design like a pro from the experts! We will teach you how to use Thrillers, Fillers, and Spillers in your containers plus how to care for them so they will last all season long. You will get a sneak peek into how we make container magic here at the greenhouse. There will be a full selection of plants to purchase. The $30 supply fee will include the 15” decorative container & soil. We will keep your creations in the greenhouses so they will have the best conditions for growth in the early spring. Containers will need to be picked up between May 13th and 20th. Class will be limited to 25 people. Note: Please bring extra spending money to purchase plant(s) of your choice in addition to the container cost. Students will get to choose what they desire to plant and those plants will be up and above the container base price. (There will be a variety to choose from)
Apr 20 | S | 10 AM – 12 PM or 1 – 3 PM | $40 + $30 supply fee paid directly to instructor (Please bring spending money to purchase plants of your choice) | Moss Greenhouse

DIY WOODWORKING PROJECTS: DIPLOMA / PICTURE FRAMES
This will be a two-day class where we will learn the techniques mentioned above as we make a frame for your diploma or photo. We will start with raw hard woods and work our way towards beautiful frames, we will finish our projects with wax.
May 17 & 18 | F: 6 – 9 PM & S: 10 AM – 4 PM (Lunch break | $80 + $20 supply fee | from 12 – 1) | Canyon / RM 133
3 Easy Ways to Register

**Online**
View our classes at [https://communityed.csi.edu/](https://communityed.csi.edu/) and to Register and Pay click the "Twin Falls Camps & Classes" button located near the top of the page. The direct registration website is: [https://csi.augusoft.net/](https://csi.augusoft.net/)

**By Phone**
Call (208) 732-6442 and have your course info and credit or debit card ready.

**In Person**
Stop by the Community Education Office in the CSI Fine Arts Center. You can pay with check, cash, or card.

**Confirmation**  Once you have registered and paid for a class, a confirmation email will be sent to you that will also include any additional information such as supply fees and notes of what you might need to bring for your class.

**Supply Fees**  Supply fees must be paid to the instructor directly during the first class session. Please have exact cash ready for them.

**Cancellation Policy**  CSI Community Education classes are held based upon the number students that have enrolled and paid. A class may be cancelled if a minimum enrollment number is not met 72 hours prior to a class start date. If a decision is made to cancel a class, students will be notified via telephone or email 24 hours prior to the first class session.

**Cancellation Refunds**  If a class is cancelled, a 100% refund of registration fees will be given. Refunds will be issued in the student’s name in the form of a check from the College of Southern Idaho. Please allow 2 to 4 weeks for processing.

**Dropping a Community Education Class**  If you are unable to attend, please call your local center listed below to drop the class. No refunds will be given on or after the class start date. If you need to drop your class, you can do so on our online registration site or by calling (208) 732-6442. Students will be charged for all classes they have registered for unless they drop the class 72 hours prior to the first session. No refunds or credits will be given on or after the start date of class.

**CSI Community Education**
(208) 732-6442 • communityed@csi.edu • CSI Fine Arts Center communityed.csi.edu
FAMILYSEARCH GENEALOGY:
FAMILY HISTORY - WHERE TO START?
We will discuss the basics of genealogy, from dates and places to memories and treasures. Learn what records to look for and where to find them using some basic search techniques and what the Burley FamilySearch Center provides for free to everyone, from free websites to free digitizing options. This section will be in the computer lab with some hands-on presentations. Pre-registration required, due to limited seating.

T, Th | Feb 6 – 13 | 10AM -11AM | CSI MC Center A25 | Burley FamilySearch Center Staff | $15 | Ages 18+

G SUITE: USING GOOGLE SUITE SERIES
Google Suite or G Suite is a suite of collaborative productivity apps that offers email, calendar, online document, spreadsheet, and presentation editing and storage, file sharing, and collaboration. This series of classes will focus on the different apps of G Suite. Each class is 2 hours long and will meet on Fridays as specified from 5:30pm to 7:30pm. You can enroll in all the classes or individual classes. There will be no class during spring break. (Pre-register at least one week prior to class start date.)

Class 1: Overview of the G Suite - Feb 16th
Class 2: Using and optimizing Gmail - Feb 23rd
Class 3: Managing and using the Calendar – Mar 1st
Class 4: Getting started with Docs - Mar 8th
Class 5: Getting started with Sheets - Mar 15th
Class 6: Creating presentations with Slides – Mar 22nd

Class 7: Understanding and using Google Drive – Apr 5th
Class 8: Collaborating with G Suite apps - Apr 12th

F | Feb 16 – Apr 12 | 5:30PM – 7:30PM | CSI MC Center A25 | Dr. Rick Parker | $20 per session / $150 for the entire series | Ages 16+

VALENTINE’S DAY WATERCOLOR CONVERSATION HEARTS
Join us for a unique Valentine’s Day experience at our “Valentine’s Day Paint & Sip: Watercolor Conversation Hearts” event. In this one-night-only painting class, you’ll have the opportunity to learn the art of watercolor painting and create personalized conversation hearts with heartfelt messages. We provide all the painting supplies and delightful goodies, ensuring a romantic and relaxing atmosphere for your date night. Whether you’re an experienced artist or beginner, our expert instructor will guide you through the process, resulting in a cherished keepsake to celebrate and give your loved one. Reserve your seats early for this special evening of creativity and connection. You don’t need to be part of a couple to join; all are welcome to share in the joy of art and expression.

F | Feb 16th | 5:30PM - 8:00PM | CSI MC Center | L. Lambert | $55 single / $88 couple

FAMILYSEARCH GENEALOGY:
ANCESTRY.COM EXPLORATION
These four weeks will take a look at how to get started with your very own family tree in Ancestry! This will be a hands-on class. Bring your username and password if you already have an ancestry.com account. Pre-registration required, due to limited seating.

F | Feb 16th | 5:30PM - 8:00PM | CSI MC Center | L. Lambert | $55 single / $88 couple
GOOGLE PHOTOS II: INTERMEDIATE GOOGLE PHOTOS/ALBUMS AND SHARING

Now that you have found and organized your photos on the Google cloud, we will learn how to make albums, search for older or deleted pictures, and share albums with friends and family. Shared albums are a great time-saving tool because they allow others to add the album as well!

Th | Mar 7 | 1PM - 3PM | CSI MC Center A25 | A. Christopherson | $25

GOOGLE PHOTOS III: PRODUCTS AND PHOTOBUKHS WITH GOOGLE ALBUMS

It’s time to get these digital images and albums off your device or desktop computer and into the hands of family and friends. We will review photobooks and digital scrapbooking resources available to you so that your pictures can become special gifts for all! We will teach you how to organize a book or scrapbook pages, but the finished product will be up to you to order. There is no pressure to make a final project, but we will equip you with tips and tools to make something special!

T | Mar 12 | 1PM - 3PM | CSI MC Center A25 | A. Christopherson | $25

GOOGLE PHOTOS COMPLETE SERIES BUNXXXDLE. REGISTER AND SAVE!

Register for the entire series of Google Photos I, II, and III and save! Signing up for the bundle of informative Google Photos classes will only cost $65!

CONVERSATIONAL SPANISH

Learn to speak Spanish in a relaxed and fun learning environment! Do you need to learn how to communicate better with Spanish speakers? Has it been a long time since you took Spanish in school and you want to brush up your skills? In this
Conversational Spanish class, you’ll learn basic communication skills, basic phrases and vocabulary and practice them with your other classmates. This class is a perfect starting place for anyone wanting to learn more about the Spanish language and culture. Space is limited and pre-registration is required. There will be no class during spring break.

**T | Mar 5 – Apr 30 | 6PM – 8PM | CSI MC Center | A. Molina | $110 | Ages 18+**

**WATERCOLOR WORKSHOP**

Need to sharpen your watercolor painting skills, or just simply want to learn how to paint with watercolors? This 8-week course led by Anna Workman is for you! If you are a beginner there will be a set curriculum to help you explore and understand the nature of watercolor painting. If you have some experience, we will dive deeper into the world of watercolor painting using textural techniques, special relations in landscapes, and exploring modeling through light and dark values. In this course you will learn how to create advanced watercolor paintings including landscape and still art. Once you have the basics down, then you can expand and learn how to plan your art carefully using proper design techniques that will save you time and money. Focus will be on techniques of placement and layering. There will be no class during spring break.

Supplies not included. A supply list will be emailed to you upon registration.

**W | Mar 6 - May 1 | 1PM - 3 PM | CSI MC Center A16 | Anna Workman | $90**

**SOCIAL SWING DANCE**

Lace up your dancing shoes and discover how simple and fun it can be to learn how to swing dance! If you’re a complete beginner to dancing, don’t worry. Learning how to swing dance isn’t overly complicated, and with some practice learning a few basic steps you’ll be ready to incorporate variations and a flair of your own in no time! You will also need to wear soft soled shoes - no tennis shoes or work boots. There will be no class during spring break. Space is limited and pre-registration is mandatory.

**M | Mar 11 – Apr 22 | 6PM – 8PM | CSI MC Center A22 | J. Paskett | $55 single / $90 couple | Ages 16+**

**MEXICAN FOLKLORIC DANCE**

¡Vamos a bailar! Folkloric dance is a way to share traditions and history through expressive music and movement. Celebrate the beautiful and vibrant culture of Mexico through Folkloric Dance! This is a beginner’s class and students will be introduced to traditional folk music and learning a variety of accompanying dance movements. There will be no class during spring break. Space is limited and pre-registration is mandatory.

**F | Mar 15 – Apr 26 | 11AM – 1PM | CSI MC Center | A. Molina | $120 | Ages 13-18**

**FAMILYSEARCH GENEALOGY: FROM CHARTS TO HEARTS**

Traditionally genealogy was all about the charts, filling in the dates and the places. More recently, genealogy has been expanding to include connecting more with your living family and helping them make connections with their ancestors through photos, stories and the like. Instructors will assist you with writing your own life history, connecting with living family and preserving your memories, and options for helping to ensure all those living in our community are memorialized. Come see how you can help your family with connections to their ancestors and have your history preserved for future generations. Pre-registration required, due to limited seating. There will be no class during spring break.

**T | Mar 19 – Apr 16 | 10AM - 11AM | CSI MC Center | Burley FamilySearch Center Staff | $20 | Ages 18**
**INTRO TO TAP DANCING**

Have you always wanted to learn how to tap? Join in the fun of tap dancing! Exercise your body and mind while learning a variety of tap dance steps and a choreographed dance routine. This class is perfect for beginners and those with little experience. Tap is performed by a dancer wearing shoes with toe and heel taps that strike the floor in a rhythmic, percussive beat. Tap shoes are required and we will provide you with the guidance needed to purchase them at the time of registration. An optional dance recital will be held after class ends to perform a dance routine and showcase the skills you have learned. Instructor Deonna Wells is the owner of 5678 Dance Studio in Burley and has taught generations of students the art of dance. She has choreographed many plays and musicals here in the Mini-Cassia Area. This class will be held at 5678 Dance Studio in Burley. Space is limited to 12 participants and pre-registration is mandatory. Ages: 16+.

**Th | Apr 4 – May 9 | 7:30PM - 8:30PM | 1336 Overland Ave | D. Wells | $99 | Ages 16+**

**CREATE YOUR OWN CHARACTER MASK!**

Do you have a favorite animal, character or hero that you like to pretend to be? Join us and create your own unique character mask that you can take home with you. Snacks will also be provided. Space is limited and pre-registration is mandatory.

**F | Apr 12 | 1PM – 3PM | CSI MC Center | J. Paskett | $15 | Ages 8-12**

**MOTHER’S DAY WATERCOLOR PAINTING CLASS**

Join us for a special evening of creativity. Whether you’re an experienced artist or beginner, this class offers a unique opportunity to create a beautiful, heartfelt gift for your mom or that special woman in your life. With the guidance of our skilled instructor, you’ll learn watercolor techniques and create stunning floral artwork. All painting supplies, as well as delicious treats, will be provided for a relaxing and enjoyable experience. This one-night-only event is open to all ages and skill levels, offering the perfect chance to spend quality time and create memories. Give the gift of your time and creativity this Mother’s Day.

**Th | May 2 | 5:30PM - 8:30PM | CSI MC Center | L. Lambert | $55 single / $88 couple**

**MAKE YOUR OWN CINCO DE MAYO PIÑATA!**

The festive Piñata has a long and rich history and is a fun and easy craft to learn how to make. This class will teach you how make your own Piñata, fill it with treats, and take it home to your family to play a special game to celebrate Cinco de Mayo! Class will meet afterschool on Thursday, May 2nd from 4:30 to 6:30pm, and then on Friday, May 3rd from 1pm to 3:30pm. Space is limited and pre-registration is mandatory.

**Th, F | May 2 – May 3 | CSI MC Center | A. Molina | $45 (includes supplies and treats) | Ages 8-12**

**FAMILYSEARCH GENEALOGY: FAMILYSEARCH BASICS**

Learn how to use the free FamilySearch genealogy program in this class. You will be able to navigate your family tree, edit information, add people to your tree, find new information and attach sources in this 4-week family history class. This hands-on class will help you learn how to use all the tools FamilySearch has to offer using your own family tree. Sign up for your free account at familysearch.org and bring your account username and password with you to each class. Basic computer skills are required. Pre-registration required, due to limited seating.

**Th | April 11 – May 2 | 10AM -11AM | CSI MC Center | Burley FamilySearch Center Staff | $20 | Ages 18**
**INTERMEDIATE FIREARM SHOOTING**
This class is designed for the experienced handgun owner who wants to build on their existing skills to improve marksmanship and stance. Reduce shooter anxiety and build confidence by improving knowledge, skill, and attitude necessary for responsible and safe firearm handling. This course is taught by instructor Sgt. Tony Bernad and will be held at a local indoor range. You must furnish your own handgun that is compliant with the concealed weapon laws, 300 rounds of ammunition, holster, safety glasses, ear protection (participants will need to arrange their own transportation and sack lunch). You will be required to show proof of prior completion of a Basic Handgun Safety or Concealed Firearms course at time of registration. You will be provided with a Certificate of Completion at the end of class. Participants must be age 18 or older to participate. Space is limited to 8 participants and pre-registration is required.

**ENHANCED CONCEALED WEAPONS**
(Two separate sessions are available. Sign up for March 16th or May 11th.)

Learn the basics of safe handgun ownership and get informed about the rights and responsibilities you have if you carry a handgun. This class will cover basic safety, ownership laws, and the requirements for an enhanced concealed weapon license in Idaho. You will be provided with a Certificate of Completion and all the forms you will need to apply for a concealed weapons permit at the sheriff’s office upon completion of the class. You must furnish your own handgun that is compliant with the concealed weapon laws, 100 rounds of ammunition, safety glasses, and ear protection. Morning class instruction will take place at the Cassia County Sheriff’s Office Training Room – 129 East 14th street in Burley. Afternoon range instruction will take place at the shooting range in Declo (participants will need to arrange their own transportation and sack lunch). Participants must be age 18 or older to participate. Participants who are 18 will be able to apply for the standard concealed weapons permit and then upon turning 21 will have earned the enhanced concealed permit.

**SOCIAL SECURITY PLANNING**
When should you start receiving Social Security Benefits? Social Security is a key source of guaranteed income – which means that the amount you receive monthly does not fluctuate with changes in the stock market. The monthly amount is guaranteed by the government. Benefits include payments that last as long as you live, no matter how long. Coverage for your non-working spouse, whether they are living or not. Cost of Living Adjustments, or COLA, the purpose of which is to ensure that Social Security benefits are not eroded by inflation.

And, of course Social Security benefits will likely play a key role in the retirement income plan that you set up with your financial advisor.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 23, 2024 | 7:30 PM
ALL OVER THE WORLD... & BEYOND
The Magic of Mozart, The Planets, a new work by Samuel Paytosh, High School/Middle School Art Show

FRIDAY, APRIL 26, 2024 | 7:30 PM
POPS CONCERT: THE MAGIC OF STAGE & SCREEN
Superman, dragons, cowboys, ewoks, Narnia, and surprises!

MAGIC VALLEY SYMPHONY
THEODORE ANCHOR HADLEY | MUSIC DIRECTOR

FRIDAY, MAY 3 & SATURDAY, MAY 4, 2024
SPRING CELEBRATION
Come listen as Magic Valley Chorale and soloists perform alongside an orchestra and present Faurè's Requiem and the Poulenc's Gloria

Magic Valley Chorale is open to all members of the community who have a love of singing and passion for music. Rehearsals take place on Thursdays at 7 PM in the CSI Fine Arts Choir Room, located at 315 Falls Avenue in Twin Falls.

TICKETS: $10, FREE AGES 12 AND UNDER

TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW! WWW.MVSYMPOHONY.ORG
COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO FINE ARTS AUDITORIUM
CSI Active Aging Courses

For Registration: Call: 208-732-6855 or 208-732-6479
Email: Jaime Tigue, Director of Wellness, jtigue@csi.edu
In person: CSI Gym Office 226 or 217 Online Registration: https://csi.augusoft.net/

ZUMBA GOLD
Zumba Gold: This course meets the needs of those who desire beginning-level dance-fitness.

CSI Gym 236 | M & W | Jan 8 – May 8
10 - 10:50 AM | T. Christensen | $65
Tu & Th | Jan 9 – May 9 | 9 - 9:50 AM
Zoom | T. Christensen | $65

WEIGHT TRAINING FOR SENIORS
This course targets increased functional strength, balance, and flexibility.

CSI Gym 236 / 233 / 231B | S. Tu & Th | Jan 9 – May 9 | 10-10:50 am | S. Daley | $65

YOUNGER WITH YOGA
This course is designed for stretching, strengthening, and relaxation techniques.

Burley, Hagerman, Hailey & Twin Falls.

Burley | $65
T TR, Jan 9 - May 9
10 - 10:50 AM
CSI Mini-Cassia Center
A22 & Zoom
R. Barendregt

Hagerman | $35
M, Jan 8 - May 6
8:30 - 9:20 AM
Hagerman HS Gym
T. Clausse

Twin Falls | $65
M W, Jan 8 - May 8
10 - 10:50 AM
CSI Gym 304
S. Buhidar

Hailey | $50
T TR, Apr 16 - Jun 13
9 - 9:50 AM
Blaine County Center
C. Fuller

PILATES FOR SENIORS
This course incorporates stretching, toning, strengthening and breathing /relaxation activities.

CSI Gym 304 & Zoom Tu & Th
Jan 9 – May 9 | 8 - 8:50 AM | R. Dober | $65

WATER FITNESS
The comprehensive workout incorporates aerobic conditioning, muscular strengthening, abdominal toning and tension-release stretching to improve aerobic capacity, strength and flexibility without the negative effects of gravity.

Twin Falls City Pool | M / W / F | Jan 8 – May 10 | 8-8:50 AM | S. Nuttall-Withers | $95

FIT & FUN
This class is designed for those that love variety in their workouts. There will be a nice combination of strength, cardio, balance, core, flexibility and other “FUN” activities. This class is designed to bring older adults together from multiple generations for a fun and energetic workout.

CSI Gym 236 | Tu & Th | Jan 9 – May 9 | 9-9:50 AM | J. Rose | $65

BALANCED BODY
This is a conditioning class for everybody. You will practice barefoot on a mat, but it is not yoga! Its alignment, balance and strength work that helps you be more effective in your chosen fields of movement, like yoga, sports, and functional movement for life. This class is for all fitness levels.

CSI Gym 304 | Tu | Jan 9 – May 7 | 6:30-7:20 PM | A. Toft | $35

TAI CHI
This course follows a series of flowing movement and deep breathing exercises, to promote balance, flexibility, and overall wellbeing.

CSI Gym 236 | M & W | Jan 8 – May 8 | 8-8:50 PM | J. Gladish | $65

BASIC INSIDE FLOW
Inside Flow is a subcategory of Inside Yoga – a Vinyasa class on beat to music. It uses effective techniques with any other yoga class except it builds poses to create a masterpiece at the end to beautiful music. It helps one feel powerful, graceful, and works your soul from the inside out.

CSI Gym 304 | Th | Jan 11 – May 9 | 6:30 - 7:20 PM | A. Toft | $35

MINDFUL MOTION
In this class you will be led through stretching, strengthening, and balance.

Filer Intermediate School | W | Jan 10 – May 1 | 4 - 4:50 PM | L. Wills | $55
BUY YOUR TICKETS NOW!
Visit artsontour.csi.edu, call the CSI Box Office at 208.732.6588 or stop by in person at 315 Falls Avenue
Learn More!

- Expert Instructor
- 24-Hour Access
- Online Discussion Areas
- 6 Weeks of Instruction
- Course Sessions Begin Monthly

Our instructor-facilitated online courses are informative, fun, convenient, and highly interactive. Our instructors are famous for their ability to create warm and supportive communities of learners.

All courses run for six weeks (with a 10-day grace period at the end). Courses are project-oriented and include lessons, quizzes, hands-on assignments, discussion areas, supplementary links, and more. You can complete any course entirely from your home or office, any time of the day or night.

Enroll Now!
Call Us Today!

(208) 732-6442

Hundreds of Titles to Choose From!

Creating Wordpress Websites
Drawing For The Absolute Beginner
Intro To Digital Scrapbooking
Music Made Easy
Photographing Nature
Microsoft Excel, Word, Access, Outlook, Or Powerpoint
Brain, Mental, Holistic, Or Women’s Health
End Of Life Care
Helping Elderly Parents
Energy Medicine
Food & Nutrition
Healing Environments For Body, Mind, And Spirit
Healthy Aging
Meditation Or Mindfulness
Stress Management
Violence Prevention And Awareness
Genealogy Basics
Lose Weight And Keep It Off
Luscious, Low-Fat Lightning-Quick Meals
Conversational French, Japanese, Spanish, Or Italian
Discover Sign Language
Get Funny – How To Use Humor
SAT/ACT, GED, GMAT, Or GRE Test Prep
Fiction, Non-Fiction, Screen, Mystery, Romance, Magazine, Travel, Fantasy, Children’s Or Young Adult Writing
Beginner’s Guide To Getting Published
Grammar Refresher
How To Make Money From Your Writing
Intro To Internet Writing Markets
More Courses Available!

communityed.csi.edu
LIFE IS SHORT: LEARN SOMETHING NEW